It is demonstrated how a number of widely used tools for stability analysis can be conveniently unified and generalized using integral quadratic constraints (1QC:s). The approach has emerged under a combination of influences from the western and russian traditions of control theory. An IQC based stability theorem is presented, which covers classical small gain conditions with anti-causal multipliers, but gains flexibility by avoiding extended spaces and truncated signals.
Introduction
This paper deals with dynamical systems that can be considered as bounded perturbations of a stable linear time-invariant "nominal" system. The perturbations are not assumed to be small, but the perturbed system should be connected with a nominal system by a continuous path. The term integral quadratic constraint (IQC) is used for an inequality describing constraints on a perturbation or external signal. The constraint has the form of a weighted quadratic frequency integral. For example, passivity of a causalzerator F , can be expressed by the IQC that s-", (Fv)(jw)'G(jw)dw 2 0 should hold for all
21.
Implicitly, 1QC:s have been present in the control literature for more than thirty years, for example in the stability analysis of systems with a static nonlinearity. The purpose of this paper is to state the stability results on a form, that makes it convenient to treat problems where several 1QC:s are combined. This is useful for several purposes:
0 To exploit more detailed information about a perturbation by combining several 1QC:s.
0 To characterize properties of an external signal. 
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A General Stability Theorem
The following feedback configuration, illustrated in Figure 1 , is the basic object of study in this paper. Note that the causality of G and A means that they give a well defined output also to input signals that are not square summable. The parameter r reflects the fact that we are concerned with systems that can be viewed as perturbations of linear systems. In fact, it is sometimes desirable to replace T A in (1) by A T , with some other continuous dependence on r maintaining A0 = 0 and A1 = A .
In most cases, we are interested in verifying some kind of exponential stability. However, for general classes of ordinary differential equations, this turns out to be equivalent to the following bind of input/output stability in the La-setting, which is technically more convenient to work with. Moreover, it appears that for a broad class of systems, all reasonable types of asymptotic stability are the same.
Definition
The feedback system (1) is said to be input/output stable if there exists a C > 0 such that for every f E L~[O,oo), the equations have unique
oo) satisfying
An equivalent condition is that the operator I -G A should have a bounded causal inverse. A necessary (but far from sufficient) condition for stability of (1) is the following well-posedness condition.
(W) For every T > 0, there exists a causal inverse A formal definition of the term IQC can be made as follows.
of I -T P T G A . It is instructive to study how several well known results can be viewed as special cases of Theorem 1. This will be done in the next two corollaries.
Corollary 2 (Non-causal multipliers)
Considering (l) By the Kalman-Yakubovich-Popov Lemma, as stated by Willems [17] , this is equivalent to existence of a symmetric matrix P such that
A T P + P A P B
2 i=l xiMi + + [ B T P Hence the search for 2 1 , . . . , xn that satisfy the inequality, takes the form of a convex optimization problem defined by a linear matrix inequality (LMI). For such problems there has recently been a strong development of numerical algorithms based on interior point methods [ll, 11.
Example
Consider the problem of stability analysis for the feedback system depicted in Figure 2 with controller saturation and uncertain measurement delay. 
Proof of the Stability Theorem
For the proof of Theorem 1 , we need a simple version of the small gain theorem, proved for example in [2] . c3-I V -G u~ + 1)'-1 -c4] 
Lemma 4 (Small Gain
I -elGul'+ C O~V -G u l ( l~l + IvI + IGuI) I -21~1' + € 1~ -Gula + C1lv -G~l ( l~l + 121 -GuI) E = C+la [ (
14
for some C1,Ca1C3,C4 > 0. This proves that for some Cs > 0 independent of T E [0,1],
In particular, all square integrable solutions of (1) satisfy (2) with C = C s ( l + IlAll). where T ( j w ) 2 0 for U E R.
1QC:s for Signals: Performance of a linear control system is often measured in terms of disturbance attenuation. An important issue is then the definition of the set of expected disturbances. Here again, integral quadratic constraints can be used as a flexible tool, for example to specify bounds on auto correlation, frequency distribution, or even to characterize a given finite set of signals.
The collection of 1QC:s presented in this appendix is far from being complete, but it supports the idea that many important properties can be characterized by 1QC:s.
